Cass River L.I.C Meeting

August 6, 2013 6:16pm

**Old Business:** Contacted Day Labor regarding the lawn at the community center to be cut, the advised us to call facilities maintenance. We contacted them, they are behind on cutting but will get to it. Day Labor can cut lawn at cemetery only but not doing the centers.

-No one showed for the presentation to fill the vacant position of secretary treasurer position. We will try again this month to recruit an interested individual to fill spot.

Motion by Sally, second by Richard 4-0-0

**New Business:** Beth contacted Darrell Kingbird on doing traditional & cultural teaching for the community; he agreed and suggested that we seek funding for these seminars. Beth is going to contact the Blandin Foundation to seek funding and other resources; as well if we have to we will do fundraising to obtain funds. These funds will be used for Mr. Kingbird’s travel expenses, materials for seminars and such. These events will benefit all people in the community; he will do such teachings as naming ceremonies, drum ceremonies and language teachings.

Motion by Beth, second by Donna 4-0-0

-We will continue to contact Facility maintenance to cut grass at the community center.

Motion to approve new business by Richard, second by Donna 4-0-0

Motion to adjourn meeting by Sally, second by Donna

Meeting adjourned at 7:35pm